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Use SAS to Compare Text Strings
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Compare vars between xls and ds
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data one;

input vname $ 1-15;

file1='xls';

cards;

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRFAM_12Y

;

proc sort; by vname; run;

data two;

input vname $ 1-15;

file2='ds';

cards;

S15EVRDFR_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRFAM_12Y

;

proc sort; by vname; run;

data three;`

merge one two; by vname;

proc print; where file1='xls' and file2='';

proc print; where file1='' and file2='ds';

run;



Compare vars between xls and ds – log, listing
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39   data three;

40   merge one two; by vname;

NOTE: There were 3 observations read from the data set WORK.ONE.

NOTE: There were 3 observations read from the data set WORK.TWO.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THREE has 4 observations and 3 variables.

41   proc print; where file1='xls' and file2='';

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THREE.

WHERE (file1='xls') and (file2=' ');

42   proc print; where file1='' and file2='ds';

43   run;

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THREE.

WHERE (file1=' ') and (file2='ds');

******************************************************************

Obs vname file1    file2

2    S15DFRECN_12Y     xls

The SAS System                                                                                    

Obs vname file1    file2

10    S15EVRDFR_12Y              ds



Compare vars between vars and vals tab
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data one;

input vname $ 1-15;

file1='var';

cards;

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRFAM_12Y

S15DFRGOV_12Y

S15DFRMIL_12Y

;

proc sort; by vname; run;

data two;

input vname $ 1-15;

file2='val';

cards;

S15EVRDFR_12Y

S15EVRDFR_12Y

S15EVRDFR_12Y

S15EVRDFR_12Y

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRECN_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

S15DFRENR_12Y

;

proc sort; by vname; run;

data twoa; set two; by vname; if first.vname;

data three;

merge one twoa; by vname;

proc print; where file1='var' and file2='';

proc print; where file1='' and file2='val';

run;



Compare vars between val and var – log, listing
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NOTE: There were 12 observations read from the data set WORK.TWO.

NOTE: The data set WORK.TWO has 12 observations and 2 variables.

NOTE: PROCEDURE SORT used (Total process time):

real time           0.00 seconds

cpu time            0.00 seconds

40   data twoa; set two; by vname; if first.vname;

NOTE: There were 12 observations read from the data set WORK.TWO.

NOTE: The data set WORK.TWOA has 5 observations and 2 variables.

42   data three;

43   merge one twoa; by vname;

NOTE: There were 5 observations read from the data set WORK.ONE.

NOTE: There were 5 observations read from the data set WORK.TWOA.

NOTE: The data set WORK.THREE has 6 observations and 3 variables.

44   proc print; where file1='var' and file2='';

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THREE.

WHERE (file1='var') and (file2=' ');

NOTE: PROCEDURE PRINT used (Total process time):

real time           0.03 seconds

cpu time            0.01 seconds

45   proc print; where file1='' and file2='val';

46   run;

NOTE: There were 1 observations read from the data set WORK.THREE.

WHERE (file1=' ') and (file2='val');

******************************************************************

Obs vname file1    file2

5     S15DFRMIL_12Y     var

Obs vname file1    file2

6     S15EVRDFR_12Y              val



Compare variable labels
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data one;

input vname $ 1-8  label1 $ 10-80;

cards;

PRLVL3Y Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through 2006

PRLVL6Y Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through 2009

PROUT6 Cumulative persistence and attainment anywhere 2008-09

PROUTF3 Cumulative retention and attainment at first institution 2005-06

PROUTFI6 Cumulative retention and attainment at first inst 6-yr total 2009

;

proc sort; by vname;

data two;

input vname $ 1-8  label2 $ 10-80;

cards;

PRLVL3Y Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through

PRLVL6Y Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through 2009

PROUT6 Cumulative persistence and attainment anywhere 2008-09

PROUTF3 Cumulative retention and attainment at first institution 2005-06

PROUTFI6 Cumulative retention and attainment at first inst 6-yr total 2009

;

proc sort; by vname;

data three;

merge one two; by vname;

proc print; where label1 ne label2;

run;

****************************************************************************

Obs vname label1                                                      

1  PRLVL3Y Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through 2006 

label2

1          Attainment or level at last institution enrolled through



Compare standard deviations
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*compare tl output with nomoss listing from orig data;

data one;

input vname $ 1-12 stdtl 13-30;

cards;

ID                    7060.17       100001.00       124766.00

SCHORDER            0.4809778       1.0000000       5.0000000

SCHINDEX            0.4809778       1.0000000       5.0000000

UNITID              105703.56       100654.00       480569.00

STATE              15.0821178       1.0000000      55.0000000

CONTROL             0.8889578       1.0000000       3.0000000

CONTROL14           0.8889578       1.0000000       3.0000000

LEVEL               0.5758684       1.0000000       3.0000000

LEVEL14             0.5762927       1.0000000       3.0000000

;

proc sort; by vname;

data two;

input vname $ 1-12 stdo 14-27;

cards;

BPS14ID             7060.17

SCHORDER            0.4809778

SCHINDEX            0.4809778

UNITID              105703.56

STATE               15.0821178

CONTROL             0.8889578

CONTROL14           0.8889578

LEVEL               0.5758684

LEVEL14             0.5762927

;

proc sort; by vname;

data three;

merge one two; by vname;

proc print; where stdtl ne stdo; run;

Obs vname stdtl stdo

1    BPS14ID        .      7060.17

45    ID         7060.17        .
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